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INTRODUCEION:—
The mining town of Zeigler, Illinois,is located in the southeast

part of Franklin County,500 miles south of Chicago and 64 miles south-
It is connected with the Illinois Central Railroad,east of St,Louis,

the Chicago,Burlington & Quincy Railroad and the Missouri Pacific Bail—way by the Chicago,Zeigler& Sulf Railway,

on this town in the endeavor to make it the most up-to-date coal camp in

Illinola,

Money has "been lavished

The date "2904" cut in the corner-stone of the engine house

is intended to show that this s is one thousand years ahead of theMM

times.
The Zeigler Coal Company began hoisting coal early in June,1904,

The mine was developed on the double and triple entry roaa-and-pillar
system in the Ho,6 seam of the Illinois Series(formerly known as the

Ho* ? seam because of its superiority over the Ho,6 to the northwest).
This seam has here an average thickness of 12 feet,lies practically

level under a cover of 417 feet,and generates considerable quantities

Sensational labor troubles and DIEASIEROUB fires andof marsh gas.
explosions have given great notoriety to this Zeigler mine.

TEE FIRST EXPLOSIGK:-
The first explosion occured at 7:10 a m April 3rd,1905. The

indirect cause of this disaster was the failure of the ventilating

machinery at 11:30 p m March 31st,making it necessary to shot down the

Boring this period an attempt wasfan for 55 hours and 40 minutes.
made to obtain ventilation by means of three aiivconpressors,the total

catalogue capacities of which were 3,600 cubic feet of free air per min—



This rolune of fresh air proved insufficient to dilute the marsh

gas being generated "by the mine* and a squad of men (without having made

any previous examination for gas) entered the south ron-ar
"B" entry and the west aircourse and with their naked lights "touched

off" the body of gas which had collected here because this was a high

ute*

i between

the explosion which followed hilled fifty sevenpoint in the mine*

Its force ms an@nente& by the ex-men and badly wrecked the mine*

ploding of forty one kegs of black powder stored underground in the

mine magazine,and of a large number of additional kegs at the working

faces*

the mine was put in shape after this explosion and the development

work progressed for three and a half years until the production was

"brought to a marhsaa output of 3,600 tons in one day*

THE MUEE FIBEr-
About 5 o'clofk in the evening,BFovember 3rd,1908,after the day

shift had left the mine,a fire originated at the door in tee crosscut

"between the 1st and 3rd west "C" south entries opposite room Ho* 1? as

shown on the mine map at the point marked "0"«

to have been caused by crossed electric wires,and small as it was in

This fire is supposed

the beginning it caused the mine to be idle for a year and ten months.
originated several explosions, and brought about the death of 31 mm

who attempted to put it out*

This fire was not discovered until 6t30 p m,November 3rd. The

ventilation at the time was forcing air up the 2nd west "C" south entry

and retaining it through the 3rd west "Cw south,and when tee rescue



squad entered at 8:30 p m the fire had made headway east along the 3rd

To check its ad-west "0” south entry to the neck of room Ho* 12.
ranee,a stopping was built at the entrance of the 2nd west "C" south.
this being completed at 11:00 p su At midnight the fire burned the
gases,the flame traveling along the 3rd west "C" south and setting an
fixe the overcast across the south cut-off at the point on the mine map
marked "H". The seven men in the mine at the time reached the sur-
face in safety,and by 10 o'clock the following morning the work of
sealing both shafts was completed*

Several attempts from the surface were made to put out the fire.
A bore-hole carrying carrying a4 inch pipe was put down at the loca-tion of the above mentioned crosscut across the south cut-off, and by

this means a stream of water was pumped Into the mine steadily for 5

Then 60 barrels of sulphur were burned in a speciallyor 6 days*

constructed furnace and the sulphur dioxide gas thus generated was
forced down the airshaft and bore-hole by a blower fan. Finally
steam under an initial pressure of 100 to 150 pounds was turned into
the mine for 5 days throng:the bore-hole*

la the meantime eight Draeger oxygen helmets were purchased. Short-
ly after the introduction of the steam,a negro wearing one of the helmets
was sent alone into the mine to reconnoiter It is reported that he••

had been drinking liquor,that the potash cartridges were badly caked

from previous use,and that there were no fresh cartridges cm hand. The
negro finding his breathing getting more and more difficult became fright-
ened



THE SECOND EXPLOSION

About the let of January, 1909* the seals over the hoisting and air-
shafts were removed* the fan was started as an exhaust* and a squad of

They hung curtains across the 1st andmen entered the hoisting shaft*

3rd west *C" south entries and all the north workings, but left the X 2nd

west **CW south and the south workings open* They then began to ven-
tilate and clean up the mine* The work was successful until a point

was reached where the double parting connecting the 1st west "C" south

and the 1st west "C" north narrows down to a single entry, as shown by

"K” cn the mine nap* Fresh air coming from the 1st west ”C" north

was forced through this point, thence up the 1st west "C" south and was

returned through the 3rd west ”C" south. The upper end of each of these

west "C" south entries was filled with marsh gas, and when this was carried

over the region where the fire had previously raged there was an explo-
sion which killed twenty six men and again wrecked the mine. This oc-
cured at 12:15 the morning of the 10th of January, 1909. Two miners

were brought out alive,and it is reported that if there had been £ car-
tridges for the helmets eleven more men might have been recovered as the

rescuers were close enough to the dying men to hear their groans hut

could not reach them on account of the poisonous gaseB.
later black smoke issued from the airshaft and imnediately both shafts

Forty hours

were sealed.

THE THIRD EXPLOSION:-
The hoisting shaft has three compartments,two for the ten-ton coal

skips and one for the lowering and raising of men. A separate hoist—



On January 29th, 1909, aning equipment operates the manway cage*

airlock was built above the manway compartment, and men wearing helmets

entered the mine and began to curtain off the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd west "C"
south entries and all the north workings. During this work one man

It is reported by men whowearing a Draeger helmet lost his life.
were with him that the pneumatic cushion was so inflated as to cause the

man’s Jaws to ache, and that he opened the release valve for relief there-
by allowing gases to enter the machine* Furthermore, he had previous-
ly been under the doctor’s care for heart trouble.

On February 9th the fan was started as an exhaust and a squad of men

entered the mine and built board and plaster stoppings across the north

side of the shaft bottom, and across the west aircourse immediately north

of the first southwest crosscut. They also hung a curtain on the "0"
entry Just north of the same crosscut, causing the air to be deflected

south on the "C" entry* Two hours after this curtain was hung, 11:15

am February 10th, three men who had advanced down the "C" entry to the

1st west "C” south saw fire light a body of gas ahead of them on the ”Cn

This caused an explosion which killed three men at the shaftentry.
bottom* The three men who saw the fire were successful in reaching

the surface, as were also fire men who were on the ttC" entry at the first

southeast crosscut, and three men who were plastering the stopping on the

west aircourse* The same afternoon both shafts were again sealed and

remained closed for fifteen months*



THE FBBLL RECOVERYi-
The Bell & Zeller Mining Company obtained a lease on this property

from the Zeigler Coal Company and early in Kay* 1910* made another at-
tempt at recovery which finally proved successful,

der the general direction of Superintendent W. S. Burris, formerly State

Mine Inspector in Illinois,

This work W&B un-
Prlman Coar* mine manager* had charge of

the day shift* and Ed* Loughron and Nelson Johnson bossed the evening

and midnight shifts respectively* Each shift numbered eight men and

Acting on the Bell & Zoller Mining Company's invitation toa boss*

assist in this work* James M» Webb and the writer arrived at Zeigler

May 18th with the equipment of the Government Mine Reset® Station at

TTrbana, Illinois*

Experience during the previous explosions had demonstrated that if

the mine-bottom could be ventilated and all the falls loaded out, the

final complete recovery of the mine would be assured. The following

paragraphs explain in detail the various steps taken in the recovery of

the twenty three acres forming the mine—bottom; and for the sake of

clearness this description is divided into four periods.
Kay 9th to June 4th, 1910. See Mine Map #2.

On May 9th, 1910, the seal over the hoisting shaft was removed and

a 5-foot Stevenson paddlewheel fan was installed and connected with the

FIRST PERIOD

airlock over the manway compartment by a wooden conduit. May 11th

the fan was started as a blower* Riding an the manway cage men then

succeeded in building a partition frem the surface to the shaft-bottom,
carrying the air down the manway compartment and returning it np the

skipways. I,



When the shaft—bottcm was reached, it was found that a heavy fall of

top-coal and rock, beginning fifty feet north of the shaft, completely

blocked the entry. A board and plaster stopping was then built in front

Another large fall prevented progress south from the cageof this fall.
on the mint bottom, and a board and plaster stopping was erected in front

These stoppings are marked #1 and #3 on the mine map.of it.
Because these falls blocked progress both north and south of the main

bottom, a wooden tunnel was constructed leading, from the shaft south along

the west side of the main bottom as far as the first crosscut leading west,
This tunnel was 6 feetand through this crosscut to the west aircourse.

high* 4 feet wide and 230 feet long, was built of lw x 6" pine flooring

on the two sides and top, and was plastered with wood fibre plaster on the

inside. Fresh air was conducted through this tunnel, and by this means

board and plaster stopping #4 was erected in the west aircourse. A tem-
porary canvas brattice was hung from the end of this tunnel to the BC" en-
try to allow the building of board and plaster stopping #5 on ”Cn entry.

The south leg of this tunnel was then Joined to the northwest rib of

the intersection of the west aircourse and this first southwest crosscut.
making the air intake north along the west aircourse and returning it through

the "C" entry to the above mentioned crosscut, through that crosscut on the

outside of the wooden tunnel t o the shaft bott cm, and thence out the skipways.
Board and plaster stoppings #5 to #20 were then Milt as shown on the

mine map, after which stopping #1was removed and the fall immediately north

of the shaft was cleaned up.
and rock, which was hoisted in the skips and loaded into railroad oars under

the tipple.
in the recovery of the mine.

This fall contained 490 tans of roof-coal

This completed what may be designated as the first period

n



See Mine Map #3.
Stoppings #2 sad #13 were removed, a curtain brattice was bung across

the entrance to the wooden tunnel , sad board and plaster stopping #21 was
This arrangement changed the ventilation, taking the fresh air

SECOND PERIOD:- June 5th to 23rd, 1910.

built.
directly north from the manway compartment of the hoisting shaft, conduct-
ing it on the east side of the mine, and returning it through the first

southeast crosscut. Under this arrangement the work of erecting stop-
pings #22 to #55 was successfully accomplished.

Two bodies of water were encountered in this region; the first water
lay along the "A" south entry at the location of stoppings #35 to #41 and

was removed by three 2-inch siphons running three days. The second body

of water, lying near stopping #52 was pumped out in 39 hours by a Cameron
pump (4-inch suction, 3—inch discharge, and operated by compressed air).

During the progress of this work a great deal of difficulty was
met with in moving the marsh gas. The temporary ventilating

machinery never furnished over 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute, and

as the area of the entries measured 100 to 150 square feet, the velocity

Each afternoon when the barometer fell, thewas consequently low.
gas had a tendency to back on the men, often making it impossible to
advance. In such cases the Draeger helmets proved of great ad-
vantage. A single illustration of this will here be given:-
June 20th the Caneron puap referect to above was taken from the surface

down the hoisting shaft in order to install it twenty feet west of

stopping #51. The following table shows how this was done:— .



June 20th, 1910.
Methods.Time* Barometer.

7:0Q a m.
8:00 a m.
9:00 a m.

10:00 a m.
11:00 a HU

29.185
29.185
29.160
29.155
29.150

Men were able to work at setting
the pump without haring to wear
helmets

12:00 noon.
1:00 p m»
2:00 p m.

29.125
29.100
29.060

Men could not gat to pump without
helmets.

3:00 p m.
4:00 p m.
5:00 p m.
6:00 p m.

29.040
29.020
29.015
29.025

Men wearing helmets continued the
work of setting the pump.

7:00 p m.
8:00 p m*
9:00 p m.

10:00 p HU
11:00 p m»
12:00 midnight.

29.045
29.045
29.045
29.045
29.055
29.065

Men were able again to work at the
pump withoat the aid of helmets.

Helmets were used also to make an inspection of the bottom of the air-
shaft before stopping #31 was erected; to hang curtain brattices on the "A"
south entries to jn^ce possible the building of board and plaster stoppings

#49 and #50, and to perform other feats impossible without them,

found that six out of the eight helmets purchased by the Zeigler Goal Go.
16 months previous could not be used because of deterioration through mis-

The following list specifies the defective parts, the

It was

use and disuse.
numerator showing the number of spoiled items and the denominator giving

the total number required for the eight machines:-
8/8 Breathing Bags

9/l6 Breathing Pipes

6/6 Inflation Tubes

5/8 Inflation Bulbs.



Zeigler Mine Fire

by R.Y.Williams.

On Hovember 3, 1908, at about 5 P.M., a fire originated in

Ziegler mine, which is situated at Zeifeler, Franklin County, Ill.
mine was owned and operated by the Zeigler Coal Company.

The

The mine was

opened in 1904 and worked the Ho.6 seam of the Illinois series. The

seam is 12 feet thick, is practically level, and is under a cover of

The mine generates considerable quantities of marsh gas.417 feet.
Labor troubles, explosions and disastrous fires form a large part

of the history of this mine.
The first explosion occurred at 7:10 a.m. April 3, 1905.

The indirect cause of this disaster was the failure of the ventilating

machinery at 11:30 p.m.March 31, making it necessary to shut down the

fan for 55 hours and 40 minutes. During this period an attempt was

made to obtain ventilation by means of three air-compressors,,the
total capacity of which was 3,600, cu.ft.of free air per minute.
This volume of fresh air proved insufficient to dilute the marsh gas

being generated by the mine, and a squad of men (without having made

any previous examination for gas) entered the south run-around between

"B" entry and the west air-course and with their naked lights "touched

off'* the body of gas which had collected at this high point in the mine.
The explosion which followed killed 57 men and badly wrecked

Its force was augmented by the explosion of 41 kegs of blackthe mine.
powder stored underground in the mine magazine, and of a large number

of additional kegs at the working faces.
Origin of the Fire

The mine was reopened after this explosion and the development



work progressed 3-1/2 years until its production amounted to 3600

tons per day.
On November 3, 1908, about 5 p.m., after the day shift

day left the mine, a fire originated at the door of the crosscut

between the first and thi^jywest "0" south entries, opposite room

It is supposedNo. 17, as indicated on the accompanying map.
that the fire originated by the short circuiting of electric wires.
Small as this fire was in the beginning it caused the mine to be

idle for one year and ten months, originated several explosions,

and brought about the death of 31 men who attempted to put it

The fire was not discovered until it had been burningout.
about one and one-half hours. The ventilation was forcing the

air up the second west "C” south entry and returning through

A rescue squad entered the minethe third west “C* south entry.
at 8:30 p.m. and found that the fire had made headway to the neck

A stopping was built at the entrance of theof room No. 12.
second west ttC** south entry to check the fire. This was completed

at 11:00 p.m.
At midnight the gases were burning. The flame was tra-

veling along the third west '*0" south and setting on fire the over-
cast across the south cut-off at the point on the mine map marked

The seven men in the mine at the time reached the surface"H".
in safety, and by 10 o'clock the following morning the work of

sealing both shafts was completed.
Several attempts, from the surface, were made to put

A bore-hole carrying a 4-inch pipe was put downout the fire.
—2—



over the above mentioned cross-cut across the south cut-off, and

by this means a stream of water was pumped into the mine steadily

Then 60 barrels of sulphur were burned in afor 5 or 6 days*

specially constructed furnace and the sulphur dioxide gas thus

generated was forced down the air-shaft and bore-hole by a Blower

Finally, steam under an initial pressure of 100 to 150 lbs*fan.
was turned into the mine for 5 days through the bore-hole.

In the meantime eight oxygen helmets were purchased.
Shortly after the introduction of the steam, a negro, wearing

one of the helmets, was sent alone into the mine to reconnoiter.
It is reported that he had been drinking liquor, that the potash

cartridges were badly caked from previous use, and that there were

no fresh cartridges on hand. The negro finding his breathing

getting more and more difficult became frightened, pulled off

the helmets and perished*

The Second Explosion

About January 1, 1909, the seals over the hoisting and

Men en—air shafts were removed, the fan started as an exhaust.
bu.yi

curtains across the firsttered by the hoisting shaft, and

and third west "C,r south entries, and all the north workings.
They began toThe second west **Cff south entry was left open.

ventilate and clean up the mine.
The work was successful until a point was reached where

the double parting connecting the first west “C" south and the

first west *0" north narrows down to a single entry, as shown by



Fresh, air coining from the first west **Cn northon the mine map.
was forced through this point, thence up the first west "C"' south

and was returned through the third west "C** south. The upper end

of each of these west **0’* south entries was filled with marsh gas,

and when this was carried over the region where the fire had pre-
viously raged there was an explosion whick killed 26 men and again

This explosion occurred at 12rl5 a.m. Januarywrecked the mine.
10, 1909.

Two miners were brought out alive, and it is reported

that if there had been cartridges for the helmets 11 more men

might have been recovered as the rescuers were close enough to

the dying men to hear their groans, but cound not reach them on

Forty hours later, black smokeaccount of the poisonous gase3.
issued from the air-shaft and immediately both shafts were sealed.

The Third Explosion

On January 29, 1909 an air lock was built above the man-
way compartment of the shaft, and helmet men entered the mine to

curtain off the first, second, and third west “C" south entries

and all north workings.
During this work one man wearing a helmet lost his life.

It is reported by men who were with him that the pneumatic cushion

was so inflated as to cause the man’s jaws to ache, and that he

opened the release valve for relief thereby allowing gases to

Furthermore, he had previously been underenter the machine.
the doctor’s care for heart trouble.

On February 9 the fan was started as an exhaust and a

-4-



squad of men entered the mine and built board and plaster stoppings

across the north side of the shaft bottom, and across the west

air-course immediately north of the first southwest crosscut. They

also hung a curtain on the "C" entry just north of the same cross-
cut, causing the air to be deflected south on the "Cw entry. Two

hours after this curtain was hung, 11:15 a.m. February 10, three

men who had advanced down the "C” entry to the first west "CM

li&ht a body of gas ahead of them on the rtC*r entry.south saw fire

This caused an explosion which killed three men at

The three men who saw the fire were successfulthe shaft bottom.
in reaching the surface, as were also five men who were on the

•*0* entry at the first southwest crosscut, and three men who were

plastering the stopping on the west aircourse. The same after-
noon both shafts were again sealed and remained closed for 15

months.
The Bell & Zeller Mining Company obtained a lease on

this property fro#, the Zeigler Coal Company, and early in May

1910 made another attempt at recovery which finally proved suc-

cessful. This work was under the general direction of Superin-
tendent W.S.Burris, formerly -State mine inspector in Illinois.
Friman Coar, mine manager, had charge of the day shift, and Ed.
loughron and Kelson Johnson bossed the evening and midnight shifts

respectively. Each shift numbered eight men and a boss. Acting

on the company’s invitation to assist in this work, James I!.Webb

and the writer arrived at Zeigler May 18 with the rescue equipment

of the Urbana station.-

Experience during the previous explosions had demonstra-
-5-



ted that if the mine-bottom could be ventilated and all the falls

loaded out, the final complete recovery of the mine would be assured.
The following’ paragraphs explain in detail the various steps taken

in the recovery of the 23 acres forming the mine-bottom; and for

the sake of clearness this description is divided into four periods.
See mine map No.2.llav 9 to June 4, 1910.

O *FIRST PERIOD:

On Hay 9, 1910 the seal over the hoisting shaft was re-
moved and a 5-ft.Stevenson paddlewheel fan was installed and con-
nected with the air-lock over the manway compartment by a wooden

conduit. The fan was started as a blower on Hay l^By working

on the manway cage, a partition was built from the surface to

the shaft-bottom, thus carrying the air down the manway compart-
ment and returning it Up.the skipways.

When the shaft bottom was reached, it was found that a

heavy fall of top-coal and rock, beginning 50 feet north of the

shaft, completely blocked the entry. A board and plaster stopping

was then built in front of this fall. Another large fall prevented

progress south from the cage on the main bottom, and a board and

plaster stopping was erected in front of it. These stoppings are

marked Ho.1 and Ho.3 on the mine map.
Because these falls blocked progress both north and south

of the main bottom, a wooden tunnel was constructed leading from

the shaft south along the west side of the main bottom as far as

the first crosscut leading west, and through this crosscut to the

west aircourse. This tunnel was 6 feet high, 4 feet wide, and

230 feet long, and was built of 1 x Supine flooring on the two
K

sides and top, and was plastered with wood fibre plaster on the

inside.- Fresh air was conducted through this tunnel, and by this

-6-



means 'board and plaster stopping Ho.4 was erected in the west air—

A temporary canvas brattice was hung from the end of thiscourse.
tunnel to the "G" entry to allow the building of board and plaster

stopping Ho. 5 on the HCn entry.
Hie south leg of this tunnel was then joined to the north-

west rib at the intersection of the west aircourse and this first

This made the air intake north along the westsouthwest crosscut.
4U

aircourse and return through the "C” entry to and through southwest

crosscut, on the outside of the vrooden tunnel to the shaft bottom,

and thence out the shipways.
Board and plaster stoppings Hos. 5 to 20 were then built

after which stopping Ho.1 was removedas shown on the mine map,

Thisand the fall immediately north of the shaft was cleaned up.
fall contained 490 tons of roof coal and rock, which was hoisted

in the skips and loaded into railroad cars under the tipple.
This completed what may be designated as the first period in the

recovery of the mine.
June 5 to June 23, 1910. Sle mine map Ho. 3SECOHD PERIOD:

Stoppings Ho.2 and Ho.13 Y/ere removed, a curtain brat-

tice was hung across the entrance to the wooden tunnel, and board

and plaster stopping Ho.21 was built. This arrangement changed

the ventilation, taking the fresh air directly north from the man-

way compartment of the hoisting shaft, to the east side of the

mine, and returning it through the first southeast crosscut.
Under this arrangement the work of erecting stoppings Ho. 22 to

Ho.55 was successfully accomplished.
Two bodies of water were encountered in this region; the

-7-



WTViJ
first water lay along the **AM south entry near stoppings Ho.35

to Ho.41, and was removed in three days by three 2-inch siphons.
The second body of water, near stoppings Ho.52, was pumped out

in 39 hours by a Cameron pump (4-inch suction, 3-inch discharge,

and operated by compressed air).
During the progress of this work a great deal of diffi—

The temporary venti-fulty was mot. with in moving the marsh gas.
dating machinery did not furnish over 5,000 cubic feet of air

per minute, and as the area of the entries measured 100 to 150

sq. ft. the velocity was consequently low.
Each afternoon when the barometer fell the gas had a

tendency to back on the men, often making it impossible to ad—
In such cases the oxygen helmets proved of great ad-vance.
A single illustration of this will here be given:vantage.

Juhe 20, the Cameron pump referred to above was taken from the

surface down the hoisting shaft in order to install it 20 feet

The following table shows ho?/ thiswest of stopping Ho. EL.
was done:

Methods.Barometer.Time.
29.185
29.185
29,160
29,155
29,150

7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 ann.

Men were able to work at setting the
pump without having to wear helmets.

29,125
29,100
29,060

12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Men couid not get to pump without
helmets.

29,040
29,020
29,015
29,025

3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Men wearing helmets continued the work
of setting the pump.

-8-



Time. Barometer.
29,045
29,045
29,045
29,045
29,055
29,065

7>00 p.m.
8*00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 midnight

Men were able again to work at the pump
without the aid of helmets*

Helmets were used also to make an inspection of the bottom

of the air-shaft before stopping Ho. 31 was erected; to hang curtain

brattices on the "A** south entries to make possible the building

of board and plaster stoppings Ho. 49 and Ho. 50, and to perform

other feats impossible without them.
It was found that six out of the eight helmets purchased

by the Zeigler Coal Company, 16 months previous, could not be used

because of the deterioration through misuse . and disuse.
See mine map Ho. 4.June 23, 1910.THIRD PERIOD:

An old stopping in the crosscut between board and plaster

stoppings Ho. 26 and Ho. 27 was made tight with a canvas curtain;

two old doors on the northeast crosscut were closed; the curtain

closing the entrance to the wooden tunnel was taken down; and

half of stopping Ho. 6 was removed. This arrangement took the

air directly to the MCM entry and returnsd it through the southwest

crosscut on the outside of the wooden tunnel to the skipways.
Stopping Ho. 5 was then removed and a canvas brattice built

through the center of the "C" entry beginning at the northeast

rib of the intersection of the southwest crosscut and the ”C"
entry and extending south as far as the third west "C" south

This permitted the building of board and plaster stoppingsentry.
-9-



A glance at the mine map will showho. 56, ho. 57 and No.58.
that the building of these stoppings {a total of 58 in number)

completely separated the shaft-bottom arrangement from the in-
side mine workings*

June 24, 1910. See mine map Ho 5.FOURTH PERIOD:

The two old doors in the northeast crosscut were

openedg the canvas brattice closing the crosscut between stop-

pings Ho. 26 and Ho. 27 was tom down; stopping Ho.6 was re-
paired; Ho. 21 was removed; a portion of the wooden tunnel was

toyfn down and a board and plaster stopping was built across the

southwest crosscut between "B" entry and the west aircourse;

stopping Ho.2 was closed and a regulator was made in stopping Ho.
After the above preparations had been completed, the 18-ft.4.

Robinson fan at the airshaft was started as an exhaust, furnishing

27,000 cu. ft. of air on the west split in the mine and 45,000

The next day the cleaning-up workcu. ft.on the east split.
was begun on the area thus ventilated*

Hotes and Observations.

Gas Analyses: The following table containing 7 gas analy-
ses shows the composition of the airshaft column during the prog-

These samples were takenress of the recovery of the mine-bottom.
through a short pipe which pierced the concrete of the airshaft

These samplesseal and which was equipped with a gate valve*

were analyzed by means of a portable Orsat cabinet with combustion

pipette attachment for determination of marsh gas.

-10-



Carbon
Monoxide

Nitrogen by
Difference.Harsh.

Gas
Carbon
Dioxide

Dumber of
Analysis OxygenDate

6.0 20.0 75.80.53.7May 91

0.23.2 18.0 75.0May 18 3.62

16.90.1 76.03.5May 19 3.53

4.1 0.1 25.3 66.74 May SO 3.8

59.34.3 0.2 32.33.9May 215

0.2 78.92.3 9.8 8.8June 76

9.2 0.1 13.0 74.33.4June 237

79.00.0 0.00.0 21.COrdinary fresh air

In sample Do.1 which was taken before the seal of the

it is interesting to note that there washoisting shaft v/as broken,

not a trace of oxygen, which shows that the oxygen remaining after

Sample Do.7the explosions was completely absorbed by the coal.
was taken just before the air-shaft seal was broken preparatory to

the starting of the large Robinson fan; and it is worthy of notice

that the air-shaft column remained too rich to explode during the

45 days that the work of bratticing the shaft-bottom from the inner

workings was in progress.
During the early part of May, be—Water Gauge Readings:

fore either shaft seal had been broken, the readings of the water

gauge were reported as shown in the accompanying table. These

readings were made at the arrshaft with the aid of the pipe through

which the gas samples were obtained.
Date Morning- barometer Water gauge Evening barometer Water gauge

29.80 0.029.78 0.1May 1

29.74 0.3— 0.1May 2 29.80

30.18 0.1-0.3

-11-
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Date Morning: barometer Water gauge Evening barometer Water gauge

0.2 30.20May 4 0.330.28

0.41.1 30.18May 5 30.30

0.4 0.430.0230.12May 6

0.229.60May 7

After seal at tiie hoisting shaft had been broken, the read-
ings of the water gauge, taken at the same place as the above, showed

considerably higher, as follows:

Water gaugeDate

1.4May 12
May 15
Hay 18
May 19
May 20
May 21
May 28
June 7

1.5
1.1
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.6

It was generally believed at the mine that as soon as the

airshaft would register zero unless falls of roof completely blocked

the entries connecting the two shafts in the mine. When it was
1^•

^
read higher, therefore, it was the opinion

of many that the heavy falls,so much feared
^
had occurred, and it

was thought that the extra height of the water was due to the baro-

found that the wat

metric pressure. The above reasoning, however, was false. With

one seal broken and the other intact, there would be a water read-
ing at any mine if there was a difference of either temperature or

composition of gases in the two air columns. At Zeigler, after

the opening of the hoisting shaft, the temperature in the two

shafts was nearly identical, but the composition of the gases

-12-



was very different, as will be seen from a comparison of sample

Wo.1 (in the table of gas analyses) which represented the air-

shaft column, and ordinary fresh air which went to form the

Because of this high water and the knownhoisting shaft column.
composition of the gases, it was finally decided that there should

be a ready connection between the two shafts in the mine. Later

developments showed the correctness of this reasoning.
In order to he able toSafety lamps used in this work:

test for the presence of marsh gas, the boss of each shift carried

an oil-burning safety lamp; but his eight men were equipped with

electric safety lamps in order to increase their capacity for

work. Mr.Coat used a T7olf safety lamp, Mr.loughron a Davy, and

Mr.Johnson an Ashworth-Hepplewhite-Gray. The electric lamps

used by the men consisted of an incandescent bulb (with tungsten

filament) enclosed in an attachment suitable for an ordinary

miner’s cap, and connected by a two-wire insulated cable with a

battery carried in the hip—pocket.
It is claimed by the makers that these electric lamps

may be ~ased in the presence of explosive gases with absolute

nevertheless, during the work at Zeigler, it was fearedsafety.
that a spark caused by the making or breaking of the circuit might

explode any marsh gas present, and strict rules were made forbid-

ding anyone to turn his light off or on while in the mine.
The total cost of the work de-The cost of recovery:

scribed in this report, covering the periods May 9 to June 25,

1910, was $10,000.
Lessons

All alectric wiring should be of the best installation

-13-
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and inspected frequently.
Oxygen helmets should be tested sufficiently to insureZ,

Rubber tubes deteriorate, and potash cellsperfect condition.
are liable to cake.

System is the one great feature in all recovery and3.
rescue work.

—14—



Zeigler Mine Fire

by R.I.Williams.

On November 3, 1906, at about 5 P.H., a fire originated in

Ziegler mine, which is situated at Zeigler, Franklin County, Ill. The

mine was owned and operated by the Zeigler Coal Company. The mine was

opened in 1904 and worked the No.6 seam of the Illinois series. The

seam is 12 feet thick, is practically level, and is under a cover of

The mine generates considerable quantities of marsh gas.
417 feet.
Labor troubles, explosions and disastrous fires form a large part

of the history of this mine.
The first explosion occurred at 7:10 a.m. April 3, 1905.

The indirect cause of this disaster was the failure of the ventilating

machinery at 11:30 p.m.March 31, making it necessary to shut down the

During this period an attempt wasfan for 55 hours and 40 minutes.
made to obtain ventilation by means of three air-compressors thef f

total capacity of which was 3,600, cu. ft. of free air per minute.
This volume of fresh air proved insufficient to dilute the marsh gas

being generated by the mine, and a squad of men (without having made

any previous examination for gas) entered the south run-around between

"B" entry and the west air-course and with their naked lights “touched

off" the body of gas which had collected at this high point in the mine.
The explosion which followed killed 57 men and badly wrecked

Its force was augmented by the explosion of 41 kegs of black
the mine.
powder stored underground in the mine magazine, and of a large number

of additional kegs at the working faces.
Origin of the Fire

The mine was reopened after this explosion and the development



(dj 391© Cost of Recovery*—She total cost of the woric described in this report, covering

the periods Bay 9th to Jhne 25th, 1910, was $10,000*00,



the men consisted on an incandescent bulb (with tungsten filiment ) en-
closed in an attachment suitable for an ordinary miner’s cap, and con-
nected by a two-wire insulated cable with a battery carried in the hip-

s U ĉ 't
It is claimed by the makers that 'these lamps

may be used in the presence of explosive gases with absolute safety.
Nevertheless, during the work at Zeigler, It was feared that a spark

pocket of the wearer.

caused by the making or breaking of the circuit might erplode any marsh

gas present, and strict rules were made forbidding anyone to turn his

light off or on while in the mine.
The following list shows the purchases made for electric mine-light

equipment daring the above four periods, May 9th to June 25th:— this

being exclusive of the cost of recharging the batteries which was done

at the mine:—From the Cogswell Electric Safety Lamp Co.,
Maylorville, Illinois.

6 4—volt Lamps on hand.
# 36.006 4-volt Batteries,

351.0054 2-volt Electric Safety Lamps

30 2—volt Batteries 75.00

15.0030 4-volt Tungsten Bulbs

#552.0075.00150 2-volt Tungsten Bulbs

From Bliley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co•*

St. Louis, Missouri.
#56.00 36.006 2-volt Electric Safety Lamps

#588.00Total



It was very generally believed at the mine that as soon as the hoisting

shaft seal was broken, the water gauge at the airshaft would register
zero unless falls of roof completely blocked the entries connecting the

two shafts in the mine* When it was found that the water gauge read

higher, therefore, it w%s the opinion of many that the heavy falls so
much feared had occured, and it was thought that thB extra height of the

water gauge was due to barometric pressure * The above reasoning how-
With one seal broken and the other intact, there wouldever was false*

be a water gauge reading at any mine if there was a difference of either

At Zeigler,temperature or composition of gases in the two air columns*

after the opening of the hoisting shaft, the temperature in the two shafts
was nearly identical, but the composition of the gases was very different, <14
will be seen from a comparison of sample #1 ( in the table of gia analyses )

which represented the airshaft column, and ordinary fresh air which went
to form the hoisting shaft column* Because of this high water gauge

and the known composition of the gases, it was finally argued and agreed

to by all that there should be a Jeaj^-
Later developments showed the correctness of this reason-

connection between thd two shafts
in the mine*

ing*

(c) Safety Lamps used in this work:-
In order to be able to test for the presence of marsh gas, the boss

of each shift carried an oil-burning safety lamp; but his eight men were
equipped with electric safety lamps in order to increase their capacity

Mr* Coar used a Wolf safety lamp, Mr* Loughron a Davy, and

Mr. Johnson an Ashworth-Hepplewhite-Gray.
for work*

The electric lamps used by



forty five days that the wo ifc of bratticing the shaft-bottom from the to-
ner workings ms in. progress*

(b) Interpretation of the Water Gauge:*«

During the early part of May, before either shaft seal had been bro—
TheseSen, the readings of the water gauge were reported as follows*

readings were made at the airshaft with the aid of the pipe through which

the gas samples were obtained*

Date Morning Barometer s Water Gauge : Evening Barometer: Water Gauge

May 1st, 29.8029*78 .0.1
May 2nd, 29.80 29.74- .1 .3

Hay 3rd, 30.16 30.18— »3 .1
$0.2030.28May 4th, .2 .3

30.30 30.18May 5th, 1.1 .4

30.02Msy 6th, 30.12 .4 .4

29.60May 7th, .2

After the seal at the hoisting shaft had been broken, the readings of

the water gauge, taken at the same place as the above, showed considerably

higher, as follows

Water GaugeDate

May 12th,
May 15th,
May 18th,
May 19th,
May 20th,
May 21st,
May 28th,
June 7th,

1.4
1.5
1.1.9.8.9.8.6



NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS

(a) Gas Analyses:—
The followlag table containing 7 gas analyses shows the composit ion

of the airshaft column daring the progress of the recovery of the mine-bottom*

These samples were taken through a short pipe which pierced the concrete of

the airshaft seal and which was equipped with a gate valve* When a sam-
ple of the gas was desired* a piece of robber tubing was Joined to the end

of the pipe, the valve was opened, the gas was passed under water in a buc-
ket and ms collected in a specially made bottle with tight-fitting, ground-

These samples were analysed by means of a portable Orsatt

cabinet with combustion pipette attachment for determination of marsh gas*

glass stopper*

Ntanbar of Bate
Analysis

Oxygen Carbon Jb
Monoxide

Carbon
Dioxide

Marsh Nitrogen by
Difference.Gas

1
20.00.0 0.5May 9th, 3.7 75.81

0.2 18.0 75.0May 18th, 3.62 3.2

0.1May 19th, 3.53 3.5 16.9 76.0

D.lMay 20th, 3.84 4.1 25.3 66.7

5 May 21st, 3*9 0.24.3 32.3 59.3

0.29.8 8.86 2.3 78.9

7 June 23rd, 3*4 0.19.2 13.0 74.3

Ordinary Fresh Air,
In sample #1 which was taken before the seal of the hoisting shaft was

broken, it is interesting ten note that there was not a trace of oxygen,
which shows that the oxygen remaining after the explosions was complately

Sanple #7 was taken Just before the aarshaft seal was

0.0 21.0 0.0 0.0 79.0

absorbed by the coal.
broken preparatory to the starting of the large Robinson fan; and it is worthy

of notice that the airshaft column remained too rich to explode during the



KURD PERIODs- See Mine Map #4

An old stopping in the crosscut between board and plaster stoppings

#26 and #27 was made tight with a canvas curtain; two old doors on the

June 23rd, 1910*

northeast crosscut were closed; the curtain closing the entrance to the

wooden tunnel was taken down; and half of stopping #6 was removed. This

arrangement took the air directly to the "C" entry and returned it through

the southwest crosscut cm the outside of the wooden tunnel to the skApways.
Stopping #5 was then removed and a canvas brattice built through the center

of the "0" entry beginning at the northeast rib of the intersection of the

southwest crosscut and the "C" entry and extending south as far as the 3rd

west ”CM south entry,

stoppings #56, #57 and #58.
building of these stoppings (a total of 58 in number} completely separated

the shaft-bottom arrangement from the inside mine workings.

This permitted the building of hoard and plaster

A glance at the mine map will show that the

See Mine Map #5.FOURTH PERIODs- June 24th, 1910.
The two old doors in the northeast crosscut were opened; the canvas

brattice closing the crosscut between stoppings #26 and #27 was tom down;

stopping #6 was repaired; #21 was removed; a portion of the wooden tunnel

was tom down and a board and plaster stopping was built across the south-
west crosscut between "B" entry and the west aircourse; stopping #2 was

closed and a regulator was made in stopping #4. After the above prepara-
tions had been completed, the 18—foot Robinson fan at the airshaft was

started as an exhaust, furnishing 27,000 cubic feet of air on the west

split in the mine , and 45,000 on the east split. The next day the clean-
ing up work was begun on the area thus ventilated.
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Pittsburgh, Pa«, August 20, 1910.

REPORT OH BBCOYganr OF 2BIGLSB HIRE

Mr* R* Y. Williams,

Urbans, Ill*

My dear Mr* Willi&ma;

I received your admirable report of the recovery of the Zeigler

I do not know whether this report will

be suitable for publication by the Bureau of Hines or whether it can only

be given publicity by sending to journals*

Mine and h&ve gone over same *

1 think it will be well to

hold this in abeyance for the present* However, 2 will call your at-
tention ',o a number of points which I think advisable for you to correct

in case the paper is published by either way*

It will probably be advisable to cut oat tho latter part of the

first clause of the introduction*

In the second paragraph of the first page, 2 note that you state

that the seam lies under & oover of 417 feet* It was my reoolleotioa

The Inspector’s report says 505*.that it was considerably deeper than this*

In your statement about the mine fire starting November 3, 1908,

you state the fire is supposed to have been caused by crossed eleotrio wires*

X was informed by the management at that time that they thought it was due

to the trolley lino which passed through the doorway and had been short-air-
ouited in some way*

In the description of the fire, I was Informed that they were

fighting the fire with 25 or 30 men and through some mistake or error of



Ur.Williams 8/20/10 #2

Judgment, the fan was started up at full speed, oauslng the flame to Jump

back so fast that the overcast was reached and soma of the men fighting the

The inference from your etate-
Slnce there was said to ho no

fire were overcome and narrowly escaped.
ment is that msthano had been ignited.
explosion, this does not appear likely. Regarding the foregoing, I do

not mean that you should put this statement in the report without further

investigation, but In any ease, X think the allusion to the burning gases

should be qualified*

It might not be undesirable in the description of the attempt to

put out the fire to make the statement that the engineers of the S.
by invitation

Geological Survey osme on the ground/and used the rescue apparatus to help

Subsequently the company purchase5make examinations of the air shaft.
helmets of their own and continued the work on their own account.

In the account of the second explosion, the information that I

have was that they were working on the north side of the sheft Rnd had

successfully cleaned up the entries on that side until they had reached

the last pair when they were obliged to change the current, since there

was but a single passageway at the point ”K!" and by this means the gases

were brought over the place where the fire had started at ttGM, but prior

to doing this, they claimed to have made a very thorough examination with

the safety helmets and found everything cool.
from information received the day following

There was some question in by mind/i'f a short-circuiting of the

electric lines did not originate the explosion at or near the foot of the

There is also some possibility that two men, who were known

to be watching near the foot of the air shaft with safety lamps, might have

air shaft.

had an accident or a defective safety lamp.



8/20AO #3Hr* Williams

In the third explosion, it would be very desirable to find where

the three men who eaw the ignition of the body of gas were standing at that

moment*

In the final reaovery of the mine, it would be very desirable

if you should indicate the part that the helmets played at the beginning

of the first period*

I noticed with Interest the change in the amount of marsh gas

fhie does not appearpresent due to the changes in barometric pressure*

entirely clear from the barometric figures that you give*

might be well to plat the changes on profile paper*

I think it

It would certainly

by more pictorial*

If the article is published, it might not be best to make any

particular statement of the exact condition of the rescue apparatus belong-
ing to the company; that is* as to its defects*

In reading of the recovery In the second and third periods* it

would appear to me that they were taking somewhat grave chances with so

small a fan* and also in allowing the nse of an old fashioned lamp like

the Davy underground at all*

1 think it would be advisable for you to state a little more

definitely the use of the helmet apparatus in the advance work and also

1 do not mean every party*the methods of conducting individual parties*
typical

todtvfdaafc parties in the erection of the stoppings* etc*but certain

Begarding the comparison of the water gauge and the barometer in

the air shaft* I think it would be well to plat this on profile paper.
As regards the final statement about the cost of the lamps* you

will, of oourse, omit this for a published article*



Hr. muam 8/20/iQ

Xt Is quite possible that you could Improve the concluding re-
marks.

Through the body of the text, I think your method of description

lo excellent end very clear and I very sauch admire the report as a whole*

l think that the maps are also excellent, hut you might place on them a
trifle more information. Ilka where there were permanent stoppings still

This would cake more evident the direction of the air currents*standing*

Tours very truly,

Slning Engineer*

c »o* to Director
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ROBERT C. CLOWRYn President and General Masmg©rG
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accepted at one of its transmitting offices ; and if a message is sent to such office by one of the Company*!
messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender.

Messages will be delivered free within the established free delivery limits of the terminal office. Fof
delivery at a greater distance, a special charge will be made to cover the cost of such delivery.

The Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is
Slot presented in writing within sixty days after the message is filed with the Company for transmission.

ROBERT G. CLOWRYr, President and General Manager*
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E®' READ THE NOTICE AND AGREEMENT ©N BACK. .̂ 9 %/:- •
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AIL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ABE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS?’

To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender of a me -sage should order it REPEATED ; that is*
telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, one-half the regular rate is charged
in addition. It is agreed between the sender of the following massage and this Company, that said
Company shall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery of
any UNREPEATED message, beyond the amount received for sending the same ; nor for mistakes or delays
in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery of any REPEATED message, beyond fifty times the sum
received for sending the same, unless specially insured, nor in any case for delays arising from unavoidable
interruption in the working of its lines, or for errors in cipher or obscure messages. And this Company m
hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward any message over the lines of any other
Company when necessary to reach its destination.

Correctness in the transmission of a message to any point on the lines of this Company can be INSURED

by contract in writing, stating agreed amount of risk, and payment of premium thereon, at the following
rates, in addition to the usual charge for repeated messages, viz, one per cent, for any distance not exceed-
ing i,ooo miles, and two per cent, for any greater distance. No employee of the Company is authorized tc
vary the foregoing.

No responsibility regarding messages attaches to this Company until the same are presented and
accepted at one of its transmitting offices ; and if a message is sent to such office by one of the Company^messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender.

Messages will be delivered free within the established fre£ delivery limits of the terminal pfficec Fox
delivery at a greater distance, a special charge will be made to cover the cost of such delivery.

The Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is
aot presented in writing within sixty days after the message is filed with the Company for transmission.

ROBERT C. CLOWRYs President and General Marnier*
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Offices, including Branch Offices.

It has also* Direct Connection
by Telegraph or Telephone with as
many more remote and smaller
stations, making a total list of
over 50,000 in the United States,
Canada and Mexico, and this num-
ber is rapidly increasing.
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Cable of the Direct United States Cable Co.

Direct Wires to Galveston, Texas,con-
necting at that place with the Cables of the
Mexican, the Central and South American
Telegraph Companies for all points In

fV4 Mexico and Central and South America.
” Direct Wires and Cables to Havana,

Cuba, connecting at that place with the
Cuba Submarine and West India and Pan-
ama Telegraph Companies for all points
in the West Indies.

* Connects at San Francisco with Pacific
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCOUPONATE O'

24,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
ROBERT C- CLOWRY, President and General Manager.
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ITREAD THE NOTICE AND AGREEMENT ON BACK.

ALL MESSAGES TAKEN Bit THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS;

x To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender of a me - age should order It REPEATED: that is,
telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, one-half the regular rate is charged
in addition. It is agreed between the sender of the following message and this Company, that said
'Company shall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery of
any UNREPEATED message, beyond the amount received for sending the same ; nor' for mistakes or delays
in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery of any REPEATED message, beyond fifty times the sum
received for sending the same, unless specially insured, nor in any case for delays arising from unavoidable
interruption in the working of its lipes, or for errors in cipher or obscure messages. And this Company is
hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward any message, over the lines of any other
Company when necessary to reach its destination. *

Correctness in the transmission of a message to any point on the lines of this Company can be INSURER
contract m writing, stating agreed amount of risk, and payment of premium thereon, at the following

rates, in addition to the usual charge for repeated messages, viz, one per cent, for any distance not exceed'
jng i,ooo miles, and two per cent, for any greater distance. No employee of the Company is authorized to
vary the foregoing.

No responsibility regarding messages attaches to this Company until the same are presented and
accepted at one of its transmitting offices ; and if a message is sent to such office by one of the Company’s
messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender.

. Messages will be delivered free within the established free delivery limits of the terminal office. Foi
delivery at a greater distance, a special charge will be made to cover the cost of such delivery.

The Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is
not presented in writing within, sixty days after the message is filed with the Company for transmission

ROBERT C. CLOWRY, President and General Manager,
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THEWESTERN" UNIONTELEGRAPHCOMPANY.— INCORPORATED — ^24,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
by request of the sender, under the conditions named abore.

ROBERT C. CLOWRY, President and General Manager.
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
'INCORPORATED

CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WO24,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA.
ThisCompanyTRANSMITSand DELIVERSmessagesonly on conditionslimiting its liability, which have beenassented to by thesendei^p the
Errorscan be guarded against only by repeating a message back to thesend •gstationfor comparison,and the Company willnotholditse’"

In transmission ordeliveryof Unrepeated Messages, beyond theamountoft ' paid thereon,nor manycase where theclaimisnotpresented
after the message is filed with the Company for transmission. M

This isan UNREPEATED MESSAGE,and is delivered by request of the sender,

e

under the conditio ed above.
ROBERT C. CLOWRY, President and G
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JCE-P.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

TECHNOLOGIC BRANCH
REFER TO FILE NO.

Pittsburg, Psnna. ITovemher 11,1908.)

Mr* J * W. Paul ?

2eigl J.

Illinois.
Dear Mr. Paui:-

I have 3rour telegrams regarding oxygen tanks

and have started tracer to follow them today; also received

your telegram asking me to authorise Mr. Bice to purchase

gas testing apparatus and will wire him today to make pur-
chase.

Will send word to Peterson's wife

all right assuming that this is?
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GEORGE S. RICE
C O N S U L T I N G M I N I N G E N G I N E E R

1417 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLOG.
C H I C A G O

TELEPHONE CENTRAL 470

Chicago, Nov. 12, 1908.

Mr. J. W. Paul,

Care Ziegler Coal Company,

Ziegler, Ill.
My dear Mr. Paul:

Mr. G. W. Traer, Prest. of the Illinois Coal Operators

Association, has just called me up to say that there is to "be a State

Commission meeting of the State Mine Inspectors and David Ross and

others next Tuesday at Rend to go into the cause of the explosion

He suggested that I go there and I told him that I should

be only too glad under ordinary circumstances, but if I compiled the

information that Dr. Holmes desired by December 1st it would be

However, I told him

there.

practically impossible for me to go there,

that if you were still at Ziegler I would let you know, so if you

thought best you could go to the meeting.
I am anxiously awaiting news from Ziegler and Rend,

you have not already done so I wihh you would send me a line.
If

Yours very truly,



JWP-W

40tfe & Butler sts., Pittsburg, Penna.
November 20, 1908«

E.B.
e/o

Tolsted,
Zeigler Coal Company,
Zeigler, Ill.

Mr.

Dear Sir:
The empty oxygen tank which was shipped from

Zeigler while I was there has arrived at this Station,

hut the hill-of-lading has not as yet been received.
This bill-cf-lading is Ho. 3515.
to Mr.Robison at your earliest convenience.

I wired you to-day at Chicago, upon your re-
turn to Zeigler, to send two helmets and knapsacks to

the PittBburg Station, and for you to remain at Zeigler

in charge of the other apparatus.
In conversation with Dr. Holmes yesterday, we

concluded that it would he advisable for you to remain

there until a further effort has been made to get down

Please keep me advised as to what

Please mail same in

the hoisting shafts.
progress is made at the* mine.

e Station to-day and

states that there SEE© on hand at Zeigler about 250 K.O.H.
In case *0 cartridges are on hand at the

time you are ordered to take away our material, you will

please remember that we left here with 58 cartridges and,
I believe, we used about 8 of them at the Benton mine,

Mr. Peterson reported at JL.*!,
l> i f

cartridges.
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Mr. E.B. Tolsted,

leaving 50 of our cartridges used at Zeigler, so it might

"be well, before packing up our stuff, to suggest to Mr.
Leiter or Mr. Gordon that it would be acceptable to have

them replace the cartridges that were used.
Yours truly,

Mining Engineer.



Zeigler, Illinois, Nov. 23, 1908.

Mr. Jas.H.Robinson,
United States Geological Survey,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dear Sir;-
Inclosed please find bill of lading Uo. 3515 covering

shipment of one oxygen tank Zeigler to Pittsburgh.
I am also enclosing key to padlock on helmet trunk which I

In case Mr. Paul is in Pittsburgh pleaseam shipping today,

turn this key over to him or if he is not there kindly give it

to Mr. Hall with information as to what it is for.
Yours truly,



Zeigler, Illinois, Nov. 23, 1908.
Mr. J. ¥. Paul, Mining Engi

United States Geological Survey,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dear Sir;-Please find enclosed bill of lading No. 4392 covering

shipment of two helmets with knapsacks and three tubes as per

Before shipping the yellow box

er ,

your telegram ofNov. 20th.
I bought from the coal company a padlock and I am enclosine one

The other key I am sending to Mr. Robison with

bill of lading No. 3515 and am asking Mr. Robison to turn this ove

key for same.

key over to you if you are in Pittsburgh or to Mr. Hallin case

you are out of town.
I wired you from Du Quoin last evening asking you to send

50 cartridges and statingthat Mr. Mingramm's shipment was to

arrive yesterda3>- and that the replacement would be made from

There were 25 cartridges on hand when Mr.PetersonNew York.
left instead of 250 as he stated to you and with 50 which Mr.
Mingramm shipped us last week we have about 75 on hand.

As stated to you over the phone Mr. Leiter is having a

hole drilled just south of the water tank,

this evening and he expects to turn into it about 50,000 gallons

He is also connecting a steam line and expects to

This will be finished

of water.
turn steam down this same hole later. MacVicker went to Pitts-
burgh when the air-shaft was sealed and is expected to return
+his evening bringing men with him to take charge of the shift

of men who go down with the helmets. Cox went to St. Louis

and was seen getting on a train going to Pittsburgh. It seems

to be the general feeling that he will not return. Ahdair-lock
has been placed above the man-hoist and it will be necessary

for all men to put on the helmets before going down the hoist.



(2)

Since the air shaft has been closed a man has been kept stationed

there with instructions to record the temperature and direction

, thru the pipe which was put in the seal.of flow of the gases

The flow has been outward at all time?,,though occasional^'it

c «

The temperature, I am told has beenwas barely perceptible,

fairly constant at 59 degrees Fahrenheit.
The Benton Coal Co. had a windy shot in its mine last Thurs-

day evening which resulted in the death of two men.
firers had divided as they did in the Rend mine and were to meet

at a given place at about midnight.
not been able to learn there were four men in one party,

the two men in the other party arrived at the meeting place they

did not find the others there and could not hear their shots so

The shot-

For some reason which I have

The men were found close to where they hadthey went after them,

started work: and had fired only two or three shots. Two were burn

ed, one of them so badly that he died later,

with gas and a message was sent to Mr. Gordon at Zeigler asking hm

Two were overcome

to send the doctor. Doctor Aderhold with two men from the mine

started within a half an hour taking with them the two resusi-
tating boxes.
and the secondwas breathing a little*(I am speaking now of those

who were overcome with gas.) The doctor directed that oxygen be

given to the second without any artificial respiration,

doctor used the oxygen and artificial respiration on the other

man knowing however that it was useless.

Ohe man was stiffening when the doctor arrived

The

When the party left

about three hours later the second man was conscious and was able

to answer simple questions. A telephone message from Benton

this evening stated $hat he is improving steadily.
Yours truly,



Tf!P-W

40th & Butler sts., Pittsburg, Pa.,
Jfovember 23 , 1908.

K. B, Tolsted ,
e/o Zeigler Coal Company ,

Zeigler , Ill.
Hr.
Bear Sir:

I have your wire of the 21, requesting 50 potash

cartridges , which a am expressing you to-day by Adams jfcc-
preos in a box and a barrel, and enclose herewith Govern-
ment bill-of -lading for the same. After signing up the

bill-of -lading, you will deliver the same to the agent at

Zeigler and return the memorandum copy to this office.
As soon as the Zeigler Coal Company's helmets

arrive, please pack up all of our material and forward

At the same time , make a memorandum of

all of the material and equipment that Mingramm has at
the mine , and whioh was shipped from this Station, noting

especially the supplies that belong to the Pittsburg-Buf -

to Pittsburg.

falo Company.
Yours very truly ,

IDnclosur e.
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IN ANSWERING REFER TO No

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF MINES

Urbana, Illinois, January 15, 191$.

Mr. J. W. Paul,
Bureau of Mines,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Zeigler Explosion Reports.My dear Mr. Paul:-

I would like to obtain copies of all reports of explo-
sions at Zeigler mine that have been investigated by the Bureau,
especially the explosion of January 10, 1909, in which 26 men were
killed. I wish these reports for the purpose of learning the
past explosion history of this mine , in order to handle intelli-
gently the situation that now exists
W V

there.
I have heard some criticisms of the Bureau’s action in

connection with the explosion of January 10, and I am extremely
anxious for this reason to obtain all the information possible
about it.

If there have been any confidential reports, if it is
possible to do so, I would like to receive copies of themygj^a-o .

Very truly

WBP/AEC



smtum

OF THE IHTBRIGB

PtfTSBOH(3H,PA.
Jamary 18« 1918*

simm no

Or* Plank*

to pan herewith file copy of report on several fires and. explosions

whioh occurred la the Ziegler sine beginning April 8« 1906, this report

haring been compiled by R.T* Williams,July ?,1910*

oriticiea concerning the explosion of Jan*

The Bureau*s engineers were net able to do anything in con*10* 1909*

neotion with this particular explosion for thereason that at the time

of their arrival the ad.no was sealed* and the only real activity that

the Bureau took was in finally opening the nine.
As the ecpy l am sending you is the only file oopy that we

have, please handle it carefully and return it to Pittsburgh when you

are through with it*

inol



IN ANSWERING REFER TO No.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF MINES

x*»e«max8tfcx
Urbana, Illinois , January 22, 1918.

Mr. J. W.- Paul,

Bureau of Mines,

Pittsburgh, Pa

Zeigler Explosion Report.My dear Mr. Paul:-
I am in receipt of your letter of January 18, re-

garding the several fires and explosions in the Zeigler mine ,

R. Y. Williams report on thetogether with a copy of Mr.
recovery of the Zeigler Mine, dated July 7, 1910.

I am very glad indeed to receive this, report , and

will handle it carefully and return it to Pittsburgh when I

am through with it, as you have requested.

Very truly yours,

WPP/AEG



DEPARTMENt OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF MINES

MINING EXPERIMENT STATION. URBANA. ILLINOIS

September 6, 1918.

Dear Mr. Paul:

I am enclosing herewith a report on the
recovery of the Zeigler Mine by R. Y. Williams, July 7,
1910. This report was sent to me from your office on
January 18, with request that it be returned to you when
I was through with it. I have had a copy made of it which
will be retained in the files of this office.

Thanking you very much for the use of this
report, I am,

Very truly yours,

Inclosure No. 2233








